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Continuously evolving to address the needs of today's students, the HODGES' HARBRACE
HANDBOOK, 17th Edition, guides student writers in developing their understanding of the rhetorical
situation. This understanding enables even students with minimal experience or confidence in their
writing to learn to write more effectively--to choose the most pertinent information, arrange it well,
and use the most appropriate language when writing for any audience. This grammar-first handbook
provides comprehensive coverage of grammar, style, punctuation, mechanics, writing, and
research--all presented in the context of rhetorical concerns including the writer, reader, message,
context, and exigence (reason for writing). This edition has been updated to reflect guidelines from
the 2009 MLA HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS OF RESEARCH PAPERS, SEVENTH EDITION.
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Why Is a new iteration of this book coming out every year for 170$ then I can't even resell it for 10$.
If you are completely clueless on how to look up formatting on the internet, then this book might be
slightly helpful. Otherwise, this book is a giant POS scam. These little books cost more then my
aerospace engineering books with over 5 times the content in them, not to mention they are on a
much more complex subject matter. I tend to think engineering books in general are over-priced, but
this book is just an outright scam. I would not recommend buying it ever. If there is one book to do
without in a college class, this one is it.

Who would have thought a two-hole text book, The Hodges Harbrace Handbook (17th Ed), would
be delivered WITHOUT a binder. There was no hint that "binder not included" or one would really
consider the hardback or softback version. On the bright side, it is all there, nicely packaged in
plastic...but again, a nonstandard, no binder, 800+ page book???

I got this book when I enrolled in an English Composition course for my freshman year of college. Its
a great book and honestly, I think my homework from here was the easiest assignments ever, next
to my French courses.There wasn't anything I disliked about the book.I'd recommend this book to
both intermediate and advanced English students or just to brush up on some potentially forgotten
grammar rules.

Don't be stupid & order the $100 book!! I ordered the new $39 & it was the same as the $4 my
husband bought! We just wanted to see if they were the same!! Cheaper the book, the better
because it includes the notes someone else took!! We sold it to a class mate of my daughters for
$25 & made half our money back!! PERFECT!!

I had this text in college, and missed it years and years after selling it back to a book store. I bought
it again here, and use it regularly as a grammar and style "go-to" and I am thankful it was available
online.

If you are college bound this book is a must for your collection. It contains all the necessary report
and research writing guidelines you will need to succeed! Grammer seldom changes so even the
older editions are great, you will use this book your entire writing life.

I had this book when I studied in the US. It's very helpful for an EFL student. Keep it simple stupid.
Also, although it's a used book, it's in a very good condition, no writings, no wrinkles. I love it~

I think this is one of the best kept secrets in colleges for writing help; without your professor or
instructor right there to answer your questions. This is the book, that they should give children when
they start "English classes" in school and keep indefinitely. This contains all the information that is
taught each year but this book goes into depth that makes sense, shows perfect examples of what
to do for every English writing rule. I know the MLA can be outdated, however, everything else in

these little beauties is the golden keys to writing beautifully and correctly. I have an older edition,
however, it is locked up in storage in another state. So, I purchased this exact book at a used
bookstore, sorry it was much cheaper, 9 bucks vs various prices. I am very happy to have this book
though, I really like my first one I had, this is more than perfect, in my book :).
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